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Home Fire Jul 29 2019 “Ingenious… Builds to one of
the most memorable final scenes I’ve read in a novel
this century.” —The New York Times WINNER OF THE

2018 WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION FINALIST FOR
THE 2019 INTERNATIONAL DUBLIN LITERARY
AWARD LONGLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER
PRIZE The suspenseful and heartbreaking story of an
immigrant family driven to pit love against loyalty, with
devastating consequences, from the author of the
forthcoming novel Best of Friends Isma is free. After
years of watching out for her younger siblings in the
wake of their mother’s death, she’s accepted an
invitation from a mentor in America that allows her to
resume a dream long deferred. But she can’t stop
worrying about Aneeka, her beautiful, headstrong sister
back in London, or their brother, Parvaiz, who’s
disappeared in pursuit of his own dream, to prove
himself to the dark legacy of the jihadist father he never
knew. When he resurfaces half a globe away, Isma’s
worst fears are confirmed. Then Eamonn enters the
sisters’ lives. Son of a powerful political figure, he has
his own birthright to live up to—or defy. Is he to be a
chance at love? The means of Parvaiz’s salvation?
Suddenly, two families’ fates are inextricably,
devastatingly entwined, in this searing novel that asks:
What sacrifices will we make in the name of love?
A Nation of Home Owners Jul 09 2020 Originally
published in 1990, and re-issued in 2020 with an
updated Preface, this book shows how the UK has
become a nation of home owners, and the effect it has
had on people’s lives, the impact which it has had on
British society and the implications for those who have

hitherto been excluded. The book briefly charts the
history of the growth of owner-occupation in Britain and
considers the evidence on the popularity of owning as
opposed to renting. The question of whether and how
owner occupiers accumulate wealth from their housing
is discussed and the evidence on the political
implications of the growth of owner-occupation
examined. The influence of buying a house on the way
that home is experienced is analysed and the
sociological implications in regard to the analysis of
social inequalities in Britain discussed. The research for
the book was based on in-depth interviews with homeowners and tenants in Burnley, Derby and Slough.
Restoring a Home in Italy Feb 02 2020 This text
examines 22 restored homes in Italy. Owners and
designers share anecdotes about their experiences
with local artisans, vendors, and bureaucracy, while
offering real-world advice on the tactics of restoring a
house in a foreign country.
A Threat of Home Jan 03 2020 A Threat of Home This is a family saga portraying the lives of two young
Germans whose early lives play out against the
looming driver of the novel which is the rise of Hitler
and the Nazi Party.
At Home with Books Nov 05 2022 Presents the
personal libraries of forty bibliophiles and offers ideas
for library design
A Home in the Sun Aug 10 2020 A gorgeous summer
read about new beginnings from the Sunday Times

bestseller. Home is where the heart is...but what if your
heart is broken?
They Tell Me of a Home Aug 22 2021 A stunning
literary debut about coming back home again. Twentyeight-year-old protagonist Tommy Lee Tyson steps off
the Greyhound bus in his hometown of Swamp Creek,
Arkansas—a place he left when he was eighteen,
vowing never to return. Yet fate and a Ph.D. in black
studies force him back to his rural origins as he seeks
to understand himself and the black community that
produced him. A cold, nonchalant father and an
emotionally indifferent mother make his return, after a
ten-year hiatus, practically unbearable, and the
discovery of his baby sister's death and her burial in the
backyard almost consumes him. His mother watches
his agony when he discovers his sister's tombstone, but
neither she nor other family members is willing to
disclose the secret of her death. Only after being
prodded incessantly does his older brother, Willie
James, relent and provide Tommy Lee with enough
knowledge to figure out exactly what happened and
why. Meanwhile, Tommy's seventy-year-old
teacher—lying on her deathbed—asks him to remain in
Swamp Creek and assume her position as the
headmaster of the one-room schoolhouse. He refuses
vehemently and she dies having bequeathed him her
five thousand–book collection in the hopes that he will
change his mind. Over the course of a one-week visit,
riddled with tension, heartache, and revelation, Tommy

Lee Tyson discovers truths about his family, his
community, and his undeniable connection to rural
Southern black folk and their ways. "A thrilling literary
debut...Daniel Black wields a powerful pen, a sharp
eye, and muscular prose in giving us a memorable,
even haunting story of the ties that bind." -- Michael
Eric Dyson
The Home in the Digital Age May 31 2022 The Home
in the Digital Age is a set of multidisciplinary studies
exploring the impact of digital technologies in the home,
with a shift of emphasis from technology to the people
living and using this in their homes. The book covers a
wide variety of topics on the design, introduction and
use of digital technologies in the home, combining the
technological dimension with the cognitive, emotional,
cultural and symbolic dimensions of the objects that
incorporate digital technologies and project them onto
people’s lives. It offers a coherent approach, that of the
home, which gives unity to the discussion. Scholars of
the home, the house and the family will find here the
connection with the problems derived from the use of
domestic robots and connected devices. Students of
artificial intelligence, machine learning, robotics, big
data and other branches of digital technologies will find
ideas and arguments to apply their disciplines to the
home and participate fruitfully in forums where digital
technologies are built and negotiated in the home.
Experts from various disciplines ? psychologists and
sociologists; philosophers, epistemologists and

ethicists; economists; engineers, architects, urban
planners and designers and so on ? and also those
interested in developing policies for the home and
family will find this book contains well-founded and
useful ideas to focus their work.
The Ideology of Home Ownership Oct 24 2021
Demand for owner-occupied housing has expanded
dramatically across modern-industrialized societies in
recent years leading to volatile increases in residential
property values. This book explores the rise of modern
home-ownership as a cultural, socio-political and
ideological phenomenon.
Patterns of Home Apr 29 2022 This book brings the
timeless lessons of residential design to homeowners
who seek inspiration and direction in the design or
remodelling of their homes.
The Vintage Home Sep 22 2021 There’s an enduring
charm to the shabby-chic, Bohemian and ultra relaxed
look we now know as Vintage. It’s the perfect choice for
anyone tired of modern white interiors, and ideal for
family living as there is minimal maintenance. Yet
opting for Vintage is also a way of life: once you’ve
started scouring for finds, it will become a pleasurable
habit hard to break. Best of all, it has become an eco
choice: the more we salvage, the better we feel. In
short, creating your very own ‘Vintage Home’ is the
perfect antidote to our throwaway world. For anyone
keen to escape the wasteland of pared down
architecture and identikit shopping, The Vintage Home

will show them how to shop cleverly, mix creatively,
and put together unique, welcoming and eclectic
interiors that are perfect for modern living. Judith
Wilson initiates the reader with an exploration of
Vintage style’s five key looks –‘Country Vintage’,
‘Boudoir Vintage’, ‘Retro Vintage’, ‘Urban Vintage’ and
‘Modern Vintage’. As putting together your chosen look
involves a combination of sifting through what you’ve
already got and some leg work, The Vintage Home
then takes you shopping in the consumer peripheries of
car boots, antique shops and vintage websites. Finally
there’s a look at each individual room in the house, and
at the elements that give a home its sense of style
–from radiators and door handles, to sofas, chairs and
tables, from lighting to soft furnishings, and from glass
and ceramics to paintings and photos. With page after
page of inspirational photographs and a wealth of
practical ideas, The Vintage Home will show you how
to embrace today’s new decorative, eclectic mood.
A Hollow Is a Home Oct 12 2020 Do you know what a
tree hollow is? To you and me, a tree hollow is just a
hole, cavity or tunnel in a tree or branch. But to an
animal, that hollow may be a bedroom, hiding place,
nursery or shelter. It is the ultimate tree house! Come
and take a peek inside the amazing world of tree
hollows and discover more than 340 species of
incredible Australian animals that call hollows home.
With colour photos of glorious gliders, darting dunnarts,
minute microbats and many more, this book is full of

fun facts about animals that use tree hollows as places
for resting, nesting or hiding. Find out how hollows are
created, why they are threatened, and meet scientists
who spend their time hollow-hunting. There are also
plenty of tips on how you can spot hollows yourself,
help to protect the environment and encourage habitat
for hollow-dependent animals. Perfect for primary-aged
readers.
A Place to Call Home Aug 29 2019 For award-winning
architect Gil Schafer, the most successful houses are
the ones that celebrate the small moments of
life—houses with timeless charm that are imbued with
memory and anchored in a distinct sense of place.
Essentially, Schafer believes a house is truly
successful when the people who live there consider it
home. It’s this belief—and Schafer’s rare ability to
translate his clients’ deeply personal visions of how
they want to live into a physical home that reflects
those dreams—that has established him as one of the
most sought-after, highly-regarded architects of our
time. In his new book, A Place to Call Home Schafer
follows up his bestselling The Great American House,
by pulling the curtain back on his distinctive approach,
sharing his process (complete with unexpected,
accessible ideas readers can work into their own
projects) and taking readers on a detailed tour of seven
beautifully realized houses in a range of styles located
around the country—each in a unique place, and each
with a character all its own. 250 lush, full color

photographs of these seven houses and other neverbefore-seen projects, including exterior, interior, and
landscape details, invite readers into Schafer’s world of
comfortable classicism. Opening with memories of the
childhood homes and experiences that have shaped
Schafer’s own history, A Place to Call Home gives the
reader the sense that for Schafer, architecture is not
just a career but a way of life, a calling. He describes
how the many varied houses of his youth were
informed as much by their style as by their sense of
place, and how these experiences of home informed
his idea of classicism as a set of values that he applies
to many different kinds of architecture in places as
varied as the ones he grew up in. Because while
Schafer is absolutely a classical architect, he is in fact a
modern traditionalist, and A Place to Call Home
showcases how he effortlessly interprets traditional
principles for a multiplicity of architectural styles within
contemporary ways of living. Sections in Part I include
the delicate balance of modern and traditional
aesthetics, the juxtaposition of fancy and simple, and
the details that make each project special and livable.
Schafer also delves into what he refers to as “the
spaces in between,” those often overlooked spaces like
closets, mudrooms, and laundry rooms, explaining their
underappreciated value in the broader context of a
home. Part of Schafer’s skill lies in the way he gives the
minutiae of a project as much attention as the grand
aesthetic gestures, and ultimately, it’s this combination

that brings his homes to life. Part II of the book is the
story of seven houses and the places they
inhabit—each with a completely different character and
soul: a charming cottage completely rebuilt into a
casual but gracious house for a young family in bucolic
Mill Valley, California; a reconstructed historic 1930s
Colonial house and gardens set in lush woodlands in
Connecticut; a new, Adirondack camp-inspired house
for an active family perched on the edge of Lake Placid
with stunning views of nearby Whiteface Mountain; an
elegant but family-friendly Fifth Avenue apartment with
a panoramic view of Central Park; a new timber frame
and stone barn situated to take advantage of the
summer sun on a lovely, rambling property in New
England; a new residence and outbuildings on a 6,000
acre hunting preserve in Georgia, inspired by the
historic 1920s and 1930s hunting plantation houses in
the region; and Schafer’s own, deeply personal, newlyrenovated and surprisingly modern house located just a
few feet from the Atlantic Ocean in coastal Maine. In
Schafer’s hands, the stories of these houses are
irresistibly readable. He guides the reader through each
of the design decisions, sharing anecdotes about the
process and fascinating historical background and
contextual influences of the settings. Ultimately, the
houses featured in A Place to Call Home are more than
just beautiful buildings in beautiful places. In each of
them, Schafer has created a dialogue between past
and present, a personalized world that people can

inhabit gracefully, in sync with their own notions of
home. Because, as Schafer writes in the book, he
designs houses “not for an architect’s ego, but [for] the
beauty of life, the joys of family, and, not least, a
heartfelt celebration of place.”
The Politics of Home Jun 19 2021 This book
examines ideas of 'home' of Americans and Western
Europeans under the influence of the two major
revolutions of our times: the gender revolution and
increased mobility due to globalization. It analyzes how
'home' has been politicized, as well as alternative
home-making strategies that aim to transcend the 'logic
of identities'.
Building a Home Jul 01 2022 A non-fiction picture
book packed with action and vehicles for children who
enjoy discovering how things are made.
Color At Home Dec 14 2020 A fresh and fun adult
coloring book full of interior design eye candy! Dive into
beautiful rooms and home decor inspiration with New
York Times best-selling authors Sherry & John Petersik
of the popular home blog Young House Love.
Illustrated by Joan Borawski, this book features
intricate design details like built-in bookcases,
patterned pillows, and ornate rugs that you can bring to
life with your own color schemes. Each page is printed
on white premium paper and offers countless
opportunities to experiment with different looks without
having to repaint a room or buy new furniture. Test
drive different styles and color combinations before

committing to them at home!
The Shape of Home Oct 31 2019 It's Rashin's first day
of school in America! Everything is a different shape
than what she's used to: from the foods on her
breakfast plate to the letters in the books! And the kids'
families are from all over! The new teacher asks each
child to imagine the shape of home on a map. Rashin
knows right away what she'll say: Iran looks like a cat!
What will the other kids say? What about the country
YOUR family is originally from? Is it shaped like an
apple? A boot? A torch? Open this book to join Rashin
in discovering the true things that shape a place called
home.
The Life of the British Home Nov 12 2020 Unlocking
the history of the British home, this book reveals how
its layout has evolved from the Stone Age to the
present day, to cater for the very different needs and
lifestyles of its occupants. From modest ancient
dwellings and medieval merchants’ houses to imposing
stately mansions and modern urban estates, the book
explores the forces that have shaped our homes and
examines the attitudes and innovations of each age.
The story begins with the earliest Neolithic houses, built
by the first people to surrender a nomadic way of life
and settle on the land. It moves on to the Iron Age, and
continues via the period of Roman invasion and
classical order, the medieval era, the ostentatious
mansions erected in Tudor times to display the wealth
and social standing of their owners, and the urban

civility of the Georgian terraces. It then turns to the
villas and high-rise apartments of the Victorian period
and, lastly, the 20th century, when domestic
architecture had to respond to industrialisation and
unprecedented urbanisation. Each chapter brings these
ideas to life by focussing on buildings that are
accessible and open to the public. Featured homes
include: stone dwellings in the Orkneys; roundhouses
at Butser Ancient Farm; the Roman villa at Bignor;
Anglo-Saxon homes at West Stow; the great fortified
manor of Stokesay Castle; the Tudor mansions of
Cowdray and Burghley House; the Palladian splendour
of Moor Park; and the grand Georgian terraces of
London, Bath and Brighton; as well as more modest
Victorian terraced houses and pioneering post-war
housing projects. Features specially commissioned
colour photography by Edward Denison. Includes new
hand-drawn illustrations and plans by Guang Yu Ren.
Edward Denison is an author, photographer and
independent consultant whose work concentrates on
architecture and the built environment. He has worked
independently for over 10 years with various
international organisations on a wide range of projects,
authored many books, and recently completed a
funded PhD in Architectural History at The Bartlett,
UCL. Guang Yu Ren is an architect, researcher and
independent consultant with over a decade of
experience in work for international organisations in
places as diverse as China, Africa and Europe. Edward

Denison and Guang Yu Ren’s previous publications
include: McMorran & Whitby (RIBA Publishing, 2009),
Modernism in China (John Wiley & Sons, 2008);
Building Shanghai (John Wiley & Sons, 2006); and
Asmara – Africa’s Secret Modernist City (Merrell,
2003). Featured Houses The many publicly accessible
sites and homes featured in the book include: Aston
Hall; Audley End; the Georgian terraces of Bath and
Bristol; Bignor Roman Villa; Burghley House; Cowdray;
Gainsborough Old Hall; Lutyens’s Goddards;
Herstmonceux Castle; Layer Marney; Moor Park; Old
Soar Manor; Penshurst Place; Skara Brae; Stokesay
Castle; Strangers’ Hall; numerous medieval homes at
the Weald and Downland Museum; the Anglo-Saxon
Village at West Stow; Winchester Great Hall; and
Wollaton Hall.
Home May 19 2021 WINNER OF THE WOMEN'S
PRIZE FOR FICTION 2009 AN OPRAH'S BOOK CLUB
PICK Jack Boughton - prodigal son - has been gone
twenty years. He returns home seeking refuge and to
make peace with the past. A bad boy from childhood,
an alcoholic who cannot hold down a job, Jack is
perpetually at odds with his surroundings and with his
traditionalist father, though he remains Boughton's
most beloved child. His sister Glory has also returned,
fleeing her own mistakes, to care for their dying father.
A moving book about families, about love and death
and faith, Home is unforgettable. It is a masterpiece.
'One of the greatest living novelists' BRYAN

APPLEYARD, SUNDAY TIMES 'A luminous, profound
and moving piece of writing. There is no contemporary
American novelist whose work I would rather read'
MICHAEL ARDITTI, INDEPENDENT 'Her novels are
replete with a sense of felt life, with a deep and abiding
sympathy for her characters and a full understanding of
their inner lives' COLM TOIBIN 'Utterly haunting' JANE
SHILLING, SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
The Comforts of Home Nov 24 2021 Susan Hill—the
Man Booker Prize nominee and winner of the
Whitbread, Somerset Maugham, and John Llewellyn
Rhys awards—returns with a hair-raising new novel,
the ninth book in one of the most acclaimed mystery
series of our time. Featuring the enigmatic and
brooding chief police inspector Simon Serrailler, this
intricate and pulse-pounding series follows a collection
of grisly crimes plaguing the city of Lafferton—and The
Comforts of Home is the most chilling and
unputdownable installment yet.In this gripping new
thriller, Simon, eager to be back at work after
recovering from a near-fatal injury, takes on a coldcase review for the Lafferton police about a girl who
disappeared some years before. Meanwhile, his family
adjusts to changes of its own; namely his sister’s
marriage to Chief Constable Kieron Bright. But when
events take an unfavorable turn for the Chief Constable
and an arsonist goes on a deadly rampage in Lafferton,
Simon’s personal and professional lives intertwine in
more complex and devastating ways than ever

before.In the tradition of the fabulous mysteries of Ruth
Rendell and P.D. James, The Comforts of Home is
Susan Hill’s best work yet—a heart-pounding new
addition to a highly-applauded and “elegant†? (The
New York Times) series.
Ethnographies of Home and Mobility Jun 27 2019
This book lays out a framework for understanding
connections between home and mobility, and situates
this within a multidisciplinary field of social research.
The authors show how the idea of home offers a
privileged entry point into forced migration, diversity
and inequality. Using original fieldwork, they adopt an
encompassing lens on labour, family and refugee flows,
with cases of migrants from Latin America, Africa and
the Indian subcontinent. With the book structured
around these key topics, the authors look at how
practices of home and mobility emerge along with
emotions and manifold social processes. In doing so,
their scope shifts from the household to streets,
neighbourhoods, cities and even nations. Yet, the
meaning of 'home' as a lived experience goes beyond
place; the authors analyse literature on migration and
mobility to reveal how the past and future are equally
projected into imaginings of home.
The Complete Book of Home Organization Aug 02
2022 Have you ever wished you had the time and tools
to organize your house in a clutter-free, designconscious, Pinterest-worthy way? From storage
solutions and cleaning tips to secret space-saving

methods and expert strategies, The Complete Book of
Home Organization is packed with the tips and
shortcuts you need to effectively organize your home.
From small spaces and apartment solutions to how to
tackle a big, messy home with a 15-week total home
organization challenge, this book covers it all. The
Complete Book of Home Organization spells out
everything you need to de-clutter your house, store
your belongings, and keep your home—and life—in tiptop shape. With high-quality design, intricate detail, and
a durable flexicover—this manual is the perfect gift!
Organize the 30 main spaces of your home, including
the living and dining spaces, bedrooms and bathrooms,
guest areas, baby and kids’ rooms, utility spaces and
garages, entryways and offices, patios and decks,
closets and pet areas! Keep track of your pantry,
holiday and craft supplies, weekly menu planning,
keepsakes, and schedules. From the basement to the
attic, this book covers every nook and cranny. With
step-by-step instructions, detailed illustrations, and
handy checklists, say goodbye to a messy home and
wasted storage space!
International Encyclopedia of Housing and Home
Jan 27 2022 Available online via SciVerse
ScienceDirect, or in print for a limited time only, The
International Encyclopedia of Housing and Home is the
first international reference work for housing scholars
and professionals, that uses studies in economics and
finance, psychology, social policy, sociology,

anthropology, geography, architecture, law, and other
disciplines to create an international portrait of housing
in all its facets: from meanings of home at the
microscale, to impacts on macro-economy. This
comprehensive work is edited by distinguished housing
expert Susan J. Smith, together with Marja Elsinga,
Ong Seow Eng, Lorna Fox O'Mahony and Susan
Wachter, and a multi-disciplinary editorial team of 20
world-class scholars in all. Working at the cutting edge
of their subject, liaising with an expert editorial advisory
board, and engaging with policy-makers and
professionals, the editors have worked for almost five
years to secure the quality, reach, relevance and
coherence of this work. A broad and inclusive table of
contents signals (or tesitifes to) detailed investigation of
historical and theoretical material as well as in-depth
analysis of current issues. This seven-volume set
contains over 500 entries, listed alphabetically, but
grouped into seven thematic sections including
methods and approaches; economics and finance;
environments; home and homelessness; institutions;
policy; and welfare and well-being. Housing
professionals, both academics and practitioners, will
find The International Encyclopedia of Housing and
Home useful for teaching, discovery, and research
needs. International in scope, engaging with trends in
every world region The editorial board and contributors
are drawn from a wide constituency, collating expertise
from academics, policy makers, professionals and

practitioners, and from every key center for housing
research Every entry stands alone on its merits and is
accessed alphabetically, yet each is fully crossreferenced, and attached to one of seven thematic
categories whose ‘wholes' far exceed the sum of their
parts
Home Sep 03 2022 Walk through five centuries of
homes both great and small—from the smoke-filled
manor halls of the Middle Ages to today's Ralph
Lauren-designed environments—on a house tour like
no other, one that delightfully explicates the very idea
of "home." You'll see how social and cultural changes
influenced styles of decoration and furnishing, learn the
connection between wall-hung religious tapestries and
wall-to-wall carpeting, discover how some of our most
welcome luxuries were born of architectural necessity,
and much more. Most of all, Home opens a rare
window into our private lives—and how we really want
to live.
The Meaning of Home Dec 26 2021 We are so familiar
with the features of our homes, the myriad little
decorative details, that we have forgotten how to see
them. We might look at a church, read a book or watch
a film and attempt to understand its symbolism and its
references, but we rarely look at our homes in the
same light. Yet from the most ordinary apartment to the
most extravagant mansion, every home is a deep well
of echoes. Windows to wardrobes, fireplaces to door
knockers, Edwin Heathcote attempts to fathom the

elements of our everyday domestic lives. The Meaning
of Home explores how we build our houses on the
souls of our ancestors: how ritual and symbolic
elements transmute over time into practical features,
and how often this symbolic charge ensures that those
features last long after their practical uses are
forgotten. After reading this scintillating book, home will
never look quite the same again.
A Map of Home Jan 15 2021 From America to the
Middle East and back again— the sparkling story of
one girl’s childhood, by an exciting new voice in literary
fiction In this fresh, funny, and fearless debut novel,
Randa Jarrar chronicles the coming-of-age of Nidali,
one of the most unique and irrepressible narrators in
contemporary fiction. Born in 1970s Boston to an
Egyptian-Greek mother and a Palestinian father, the
rebellious Nidali—whose name is a feminization of the
word “struggle”—soon moves to a very different life in
Kuwait. There the family leads a mildly eccentric
middle-class existence until the Iraqi invasion drives
them first to Egypt and then to Texas. This critically
acclaimed debut novel is set to capture the hearts of
everyone who has ever wondered what their own map
of home might look like.
Coming Home Feb 13 2021 Everyone has an interest
in housing, because we all live in some kind of home.
While there has been plenty of theological reflection on
the natural environment, there has been little on the
built environment or on a theology of housing.

Addressing the urgent problems of housing inequality
and affordability, Coming Home proposes a practical
and biblical theology of housing provision as an
essential part of community building. It explores the
purpose of home and housing today, housing and
human flourishing, shared living and neighbourliness. It
asks how and why the church should contribute to local
and national housing policy – and thus to building
community life – and offers case studies in community
action. Contributors include Samuel Wells, Timothy
Gorringe, Niamh Colbrook, Selina Stone, Angus Ritchie
and Shermana Fletcher of the Centre for Theology and
Community. Collectively, they bring theology and
practice together.
Beyond Live/Work Mar 17 2021 Beyond Live/Work: the
architecture of home-based work explores the old but
neglected building type that combines dwelling and
workplace, the ‘workhome’. It traces a previously untold
architectural history illustrated by images of largely
forgotten buildings. Despite having existed for
hundreds, if not thousands, of years in every country
across the globe this dual-use building type has long
gone unnoticed. This book analyses the lives and
premises of 90 contemporary UK and US home-based
workers from across the social spectrum and in diverse
occupations. It generates a series of typologies and
design considerations for the workhome that will be
useful for design professionals, students, policy-makers
and home-based workers themselves. In the context of

a globalising economy, more women in work than ever
before and enabling new technologies, the home-based
workforce is growing rapidly. Demonstrating how this
can be a socially, economically and environmentally
sustainable working practice, this book presents the
workhome as the house of the future.
The Home Plans Book Feb 25 2022 Everyone carries
a picture of their ideal home in their mind. DREAM
HOME PLANS provides the source of advice,
information and design ideas for making this dream a
reality. This completely revised edition of the original
bestseller PLANS FOR A DREAM HOME contains over
300 absolutely new plans - from large 4-6 bedroom
houses and houses with granny flats to small cottages
and bungalows. They all reflect the traditional and
regional styles that are now returning to the housing
scene. The ideal companion to BUILDING YOUR OWN
HOME, DREAM HOME PLANS is the plans
sourcebook for anyone contemplating a self-build
project.
In Search of Home Apr 17 2021 In Search of Home
explores new, yet less explored space of urban poverty
– rehabilitation housing that houses the displaced poor
and increasingly dots the peripheries of Indian cities. It
examines the politics of the poor focusing on law,
citizenship and gender. Contesting the assumption that
illegalities emerge due to lack of legal rights to
property, this ethnography of the everyday narrates
how the rehabilitated poor despite legal residence

experience 'citizenship in limbo', suspended between
an illegal past and an imagined future of full citizenship.
The book details the flexible governance of such
neighbourhoods, studying how the state produces
illegalities, and how state institutions and actors stand
to gain. By looking at how systemic corruption draws
urban poor groups into webs of exchanges with the
state, de-radicalising and co-opting the poor, it exposes
the gendered underbelly of urban poor struggles,
uncovering the role women play in eliciting the
paternalism of the state.
Home Mar 05 2020 Influential artist Carson Ellis makes
her solo picture-book debut with a beautifully
imaginative tribute to the many possibilities of home.
Now in paperback! The picture book debut of Carson
Ellis, acclaimed illustrator of the Wildwood series and
Lemony Snicket's The Composer is Dead, this is a
gorgeous, imaginative celebration of the many
possibilities of home. Home might be a house in the
country, a flat in the city, or even a shoe. There are
clean homes, messy homes, sea homes and bee
homes. Home resides on the road or the sea, in the
realm of myth, or in the artist's own studio. This loving
look at the places where people live brims with
intriguing characters and is a visual treat that demands
many a return visit. An imaginative, stunningly
illustrated idea of what a home can be, full of intriguing
characters and locales both familiar and exotic. ; The
first picture book both written and illustrated by Carson

Ellis. ; Carson Ellis is well-known as the illustrator for
the albums of her husband's indie band, the
Decemberists.
Home Mar 29 2022 Home articulates a ‘critical
geography of home’ in which home is understood as an
emotive place and spatial imaginary that encompasses
lived experiences of everyday, domestic life alongside
a wider, and often contested, sense of being and
belonging in the world. Engaging with the burgeoning
cross-disciplinary interest in home since the first edition
was published, this significantly revised and updated
second edition contains new research boxes,
illustrations, and contemporary examples throughout. It
also adds a new chapter on ‘Home and the City’ that
extends the scalar understanding of home to the urban.
The book develops the conceptual and methodological
underpinnings of a critical geography of home, drawing
on key feminist, postcolonial, and housing thinkers as
well as contemporary methodological currents in nonrepresentational thinking and performance. The book’s
chapters consider the making and unmaking of home
across the domestic scale – house-as-home; the urban
– city-as-home; national – nation-as-home; and
homemaking in relation to transnational migration and
diaspora. Each chapter includes illustrative examples
from diverse geographical contexts and historical time
periods. Chapters also address some of the key crosscutting dimensions of home across these scales,
including digital connectivity, art and performance,

more-than-human constructions of home, and violence
and dispossession. The book ends with a research
agenda for home in a world of COVID-19. The book
provides an understanding of home that has three
intersecting dimensions: that material and imaginative
geographies of home are closely intertwined; that
home, power, and identity are intimately linked; and
that geographies of home are multi-scalar. This
framework, the examples used to illustrate it, and the
intended audience of academics and students across
the humanities and social sciences will together shape
the field of home studies into the future.
Home: A Celebration Dec 02 2019 Celebrated artists,
designers, photographers, writers, actors, and activists
offer personal reflections on the essence of home in
this inspirational book to benefit No Kid Hungry. Filled
with personal insight, humor, creativity, joy, and
poignancy, Home: A Celebration is a lyrical ode to
sanctuary and a thoughtful and inspirational book to
peruse again and again. Through the lenses of their
crafts and passions, each illustrious contributor
presents an offering—either a personal text or work of
art—on what home means to them. Historian Jon
Meacham discusses books as the emotional
infrastructure of the houses in his life. Photographer
Oberto Gili documents the glorious garden at his
property in northwest Italy. Chef Alice Waters proffers a
recipe from her home garden. Interior
designers—including Nina Campbell, Steven Gambrel,

and Kelly Wearstler—share aspects of their profession
that define home to them. Other notable pieces are
from Joan Juliet Buck, Julian Fellowes, John Grisham,
Jill Kargman, Joyce Carol Oates, and Gloria Steinem.
Charlotte Moss’s inspiration for this project is Edith
Wharton’s The Book of the Homeless (1916), a
fundraising effort that aided refugees and children
during the First World War. For this book, a portion of
the profits are benefiting the organization No Kid
Hungry, which works to feed more than 11 million
children in the United States who live in food-insecure
homes.
Home Comforts May 07 2020 Ranging from
suggestions for the care of musical instruments to
maintaining home safety, a celebration of and guide to
the finer points of home-keeping offers a contemporary,
creative, and positive take on a traditional subject
Good Housekeeping Book of Home Decoration Sep 30
2019
Domino Jun 07 2020 From the moment when young
Christopher Blackburn is prevailed upon to attend a
seance at The Seekers' Temple a series of seemingly
inexplicable and increasingly terrifying experiences
gradually convinces him that he has been singled out
by some unknown power which is bent on his
destruction. But why? And what can he have which has
attracted the attention of the sinister Guardians? In a
desperate hunt for the answers to these questions
Christoper learns for himself the old truth that no man is

an island; the new one that it is possible to be in two
times at the same place; and the sombre one that
some of us are more responsible to posterity than we
care to admit!
The Making of Home Oct 04 2022 The idea that 'home'
is a special place, a separate place, a place where we
can be our true selves, is so obvious to us today that
we barely pause to think about it. But, as Judith
Flanders shows in this revealing book, 'home' is a
relatively new concept. When in 1900 Dorothy assured
the citizens of Oz that 'There is no place like home',
she was expressing a view that was a culmination of
300 years of economic, physical and emotional change.
In The Making of Home, Flanders traces the evolution
of the house across northern Europe and America from
the sixteenth to the early twentieth century, and paints
a striking picture of how the homes we know today
differ from homes through history. The transformation
of houses into homes, she argues, was not a private
matter, but an essential ingredient in the rise of
capitalism and the birth of the Industrial Revolution.
Without 'home', the modern world as we know it would
not exist, and as Flanders charts the development of
ordinary household objects - from cutlery, chairs and
curtains, to fitted kitchens, plumbing and windows - she
also peels back the myths that surround some of our
most basic assumptions, including our entire notion of
what it is that makes a family. As full of fascinating
detail as her previous bestsellers, The Making of Home

is also a book teeming with original and provocative
ideas.
Fun Home Apr 05 2020 DISCOVER the
BESTSELLING GRAPHIC MEMOIR behind the 2019
Olivier Award nominated musical. 'A sapphic graphic
treat' The Times A moving and darkly humorous family
tale, pitch-perfectly illustrated with Alison Bechdel's
gothic drawings. If you liked Marjane Satrapi's
Persepolis you'll love this. Meet Alison's father, a
historic preservation expert and obsessive restorer of
the family's Victorian home, a third-generation funeral
home director, a high-school English teacher, an icily
distant parent, and a closeted homosexual who, as it
turns out, is involved with his male students and the
family babysitter. When Alison comes out as
homosexual herself in late adolescence, the
denouement is swift, graphic, and redemptive.
Interweaving between childhood memories, college life
and present day, and through narrative that is equally
heartbreaking and fiercely funny, Alison looks back on
her complex relationship with her father and finds they
had more in common than she ever knew. 'A
groundbreaking masterpiece' The Independent 'A finely
woven blend of yearning and euphoric fantasy' Evening
Standard **ONE OF THE GUARDIAN'S 100 BEST
BOOKS OF THE 21st CENTURY**
A Book of Cats Sep 10 2020 Meet the cats! From lions
and leopards to cheetahs and cougars, welcome to the
world of cats. Who is the fastest feline? Who spends

the most time sleeping and who has the loudest roar?
Colour of Home Jul 21 2021
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